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About This Content
Thought of the Day: Success is measure in blood; yours or your enemy’s.
Indulge your bloodlust as never before! With massively increased frequency and size of blood effects, the Bloodpack DLC
brings combat in Warhammer® 40,000® Dawn of War® II: Retribution™ to a new level of brutality. Subtlety be damned!

WARNING! This content is EXTREMELY bloody which can affect battle visibility when in combat. This option can be
turned off from the Steam library-> > Dawn of War II - Retribution > Properties > Ridiculous Bloody Blood Pack > tick box
(checked = on, unchecked = off)
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Title: Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of War II - Retribution - Ridiculously Bloody Blood Pack
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Relic Entertainment, Feral Interactive (Mac/Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac/Linux)
Release Date: 29 Oct, 2015
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Minimum:
OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista, Windows 7
Processor: Pentium IV 3.2Ghz, or any dual core processor
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: 128 MB Video Card using Shader Model 3 (Nvidia GeForce 6600 GT / ATI X1600)
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 9 GB available space
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From just a few matches it has loads of potential for a mixed TPBA and a multiplayer top down shooter, good range of vehicles,
power ups, good progression, Needs a server fix the server lag at the moment is a bit unbearable, dedicated servers might be a
good idea. As for the graphics it has it should be running way better in battles than it currently is. I shouldn't be going from
100fps to 30fps (I have an overclocked MSI 390x 8G) from just jumping with my spider. That is bad. Also some options are
strange. AA is just a tickbox instead of 2x, 4x etc. Sound is not seperated into music and effects which is very annoying.
Recommended at the moment with those few issues.. 10/10 best game ever. It is in my Top 3 favorite games! The best!
But, it puts me to think what it is with the others! (Maria, her boyfriend, The Doctor, the others)
I want to know! Make the next Chapter, please!. Great DLC:
- 15 brand new levels with some new mechanics
- new achievements
- new Pope
- THE SACRED PUDDING
Do you really need something else wanderer?. I DIDNT EVEN GET IT WHEN I BOUGHT IT, SUPPORT PLEAS!!!!. I voted
this for the "Strangest Team Ever" Award 2016. Your team has a pirate, a kilt-wearing Scot, the Pope, a wolf and a goldfish.
And they all talk behind your back...
This game is full of eveything I love about a funny adventure game. Banter between the characters, unexpected humourous
scenes, that cutscene that just cracks you up. Better than Monkey Island 3...
Original Review:
This game is delightful! One of the best point and click adventures I've played in a long time.. Visual novels aren't usually my
thing, but this one kept me reading until I finished it all in one sitting. That alone would be enough to recommend it. The story's
great, but felt a bit weird when the supernatural bits starting showing up, but I got used to that quickly. The romantic subplot, at
least in the path I took, felt natural. There's also the little bit of the main character changing her appearance over time depending
on your choices, which I liked. The only flaws I could find were the rare grammar and capitalization errors (which could easily
be fixed in an update) and the somewhat anti-climactic ending.
If you're into non-linear visual novels or supernatural stories with good writing, I'd highly recommend this. I might play this later
to see just how much the story changes with your choices. There's certainly an implication that it will.
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nice little arkanoid clone with a theme
+ decent gameplay
+ cute graphics
+ fitting sound effects
+ multiple paths
+ create your own levels
- bad dialog fillers. Highly recommend this game to anyone who loves puzzles! Unlike other puzzle games where they give you
hints and stuffs, Toki Tori 2+ drops you into 2D open world and leaves you by yourself to figure things out.
Gotta work that brain out!
It gets really addicting, I promise.
First look of the game might look like its for kids but it can be for any age range.
Pretty fun, adorable chicks, frogy's and more!
Happy puzzling~!. The
daring mermaid expedition was a decent game but not something warranting multiple playthroughs. If your looking for a
fantastic game brought to you by the same people I implore you to check out choice of robots a truly fantastic game!. Best game
made in China! It is definitely a fabulous game.
I can say no other company would make a better game under a similar China's Wuxia background. (I know some can, but they
just wouldn't.)
Hope the English version could be experienced by people all over the world. :-). I am seasoned Vet on this game... i give it
8.5\/10 stars great but need more camos!. A highly enjoyable few hours, with lots of different possible outcomes. Nice artwork
and sound, too. I highly recommend it. :). This is a fun little game that surprised me with it's polish and charm.
Pros:
+Fun and catchy music
+Easy to learn and understand gameplay (match-4)
+Great and responsive developers
Cons:
-Only a few modes (two of which are very similar)
-A few funny little bugs and a couple rough edges to be smoothed out
Overall, it's a great little game to play and enjoy for 5 minutes or for 40+ minutes. Also the developers are really on the ball and
very open to suggestions to controls\/gameplay\/etc. I highly recommend it to anyone who wants a fun and addictive little
puzzler like Tetris with a twist.. Best music available in the entire game. The biggest problem I have with Blood Waves is the
bizarre decision to use awkward survival horror shooting mechanics. This kind of third person, aim down sights combat, helped
create tension and panic in old horror games, but in a fast paced arena\/horde game like this it\u2019s horrible. You want run
and gun third person shooting here (check out the combat in my first impressions video).
https:\/\/youtu.be\/D7PgiHYMYQI
I also have a problem with the rogue-like nature of death being the end of your run. This game doesn\u2019t have a save state
either so you can\u2019t quit out and continue that run at a later date. This would be bearable if the game was designed as a
rogue like, with great variety in each run, but it isn\u2019t.
I\u2019m not really sure those two things can be altered in early access as they\u2019d warrant changing the essential game
mechanics, but the promised new maps will help a little with the later. I\u2019ve included more suggestions in my video but key
rebinding is a must and a more animated main character would be nice.
If you could fix all my main issues there might be something interesting and fun here, but as of now there is no reason to play
this over something like Orcs Must Die or any number of Zombie games.
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